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TRANSLATING SENSE
stimulus. This ability to translate distinIMPRESSIONS
guishes the artist from the copiest, the arTHE average art school exhibition to- tist from the craftsman and technician.
day reveals to the thoughtful obThe following is an example of observaserver examples of technical skill, tion and consideration of the process of
but also much poverty of thought. If art is translation. Sounds give an idea of area,
the expression of life, these express life long because of duration; of shape, being sound
since dead.
and full or flat and thin; of rhythm, color,
In years to come people will look back and light and dark. Odors, because of laston this time as a most thrilling age, an age ing or fugitive quality, intensity, subtlety,
of strange adventures in speed, in little and associations, do the same. Analysis of
known elements, and in new points of view. touch impressions will seem to show reacOur young artist must sense that this is so tions not unlike those of sound and smell,
and acquire skill in translating these new but having their own associations.
ideas.
The accompanying sketches were made
A different approach also opens up new from designs made in a few moments by
vistas. Old and tried principles will be re- pupils in my freshman class.
peated, clothed in a modern setting. The
Figure 1 represents the sounds of a
art teacher should lecture less, but should spring morning, the throb of new life, wind,
instead create situations calling for judg- rain and the song of a bird.
ment and action on the part of students.
Figure 2 translates the smell of a wild
The class will learn how to think, not what rose, not clearly defined yet with certain
to think.
clear cut associations.
The student considers four things. First:
Figure 3 represents the impression of
What is intended? Second ; How this result touching rough sand paper with the attendmay be secured ? Third: Was the desired ing unpleasant opposition of area mass.
result obtained? Fourth: Can the work be
Figure 4 represents the sound of a small
rendered more beautiful?
waterfall, with its dull murmur, lighter rush
Most of the impressions of which we are of water and overtones.
conscious come through the sense of sight,
Figure 5 is another sound impression, that
yet the senses of hearing, taste, smell, and of an auto horn, strident and insistent with
touch should—if studied—lend themselves a hint of real danger.
to translation. A person who has developed
Figure 6 is the impression of the smell
a keen appreciation of the value of these of talcum powder. The smell fills all space,
sense impressions will surely have a better suggesting an all-over pattern, dainty, yet
chance of success than the one with dulled positive.
or apathetic senses.
Figure 7 represents the impression proThe same stimulus may produce very duced by drawing the finger very carefully
different reactions depending on which of along the edge of a razor blade.
the senses respond. A blow on the eye
Figure 8 is a taste impression, that of
produces light—one "sees stars." A blow biting into a juicy slice of lemon.
on the ear produces a sound. With the tele.The real artist is not the one who copies
phone and radio setting an example of how nature most carefully, but the one who most
vibrations are translated and changed back skillfully translates his impressions.
He
to their original form, the artist, in his must talk a language that is understood.
field, may follow with a translation of He must think deeply.
Shallowness or
sound or feeling impression into one of poverty of thought never make for prosight, which in turn may so effect the ob- found art.
server as to give some idea of the initial
Edwin A. Hoadley
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Fig. 1
Heavy Spring Morning

Fig. 2
Smell of Wild Rose
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Fig. 3
Touch of Rough Sandpaper

Fig. 4
Hearing a Waterfall
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Fig. 6
Smell of Talcum Powder

Fig. 5
Sound of Auto Horn
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Fig. 7
Touch of Razor Blade

Fig. 8
Taste of Juicy Lemon

